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Abstract
Despite the fact that the management of forests in nature conservation areas represents a key 
interest in Europe, animal-powered logging is only rarely covered by scientific papers. The 
main aim of this study was to explore the occurrences of this practice in Hungarian nature 
conservation areas (i.e. that belong to IUCN Categories Ia, II or V as well as Natura 2000 SPA 
or SAC sites) that are owned by the state (i.e. about 75% of all the forested nature conservation 
areas), and compile the characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of animal-powered log-
ging according to interviews with loggers. All the Forest Districts in Hungary (116) were 
contacted by phone. 26% of the Forest Districts apply animal logging regularly (draft horse 
in every case), but only 2.6% (a mere 3 Forest Districts) own a horse stock for this purpose, 
while the others (27) employ contractors. 7.76% (9 Forest Districts) use animal power for 
skidding only occasionally and none of them own horses. All operate at least partially on 
nature conservation areas. Although 2.6% of the Forest Districts own a horse stock, they do 
not use animal power for skidding. The average animal logging operation consists of two 
animals and three people (one of them leads the horses) that do thinning in young stands and 
selection work. Data on advantages and disadvantages was gathered via semi-structured on-
site interviews. The daily logging capacity of a single draft horse ranges from 4.5 m3 to 30 m3, 
depending on topography and weather conditions. Resulting advantages include: less harm 
to topsoil, wood stands, and saplings, the support of natural regeneration of forests, horses are 
more economical than machines in thick snow, there is no use of fossil fuels, more jobs are 
created, and preservation of native horse breeds is supported. Conversely, output capacity is 
less compared to the use of machines, and only few people want or are able to work with draft 
horses. It is mostly the terrain conditions (especially efficient in steep terrain) and the envi-
ronmental constraints that determine the use of horses instead of skidders.
Keywords: animal logging, draft horse, horse breed, nature conservation area, log skidding, 
forest district
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3.1 Occurrences of animal-powered logging  
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logging	has	only	 just	 recently	 started	 to	disappear	
from	the	Hungarian	forests.
3.2 Characteristic factors of animal-powered 




Fig. 1 Study sites, venues of field interviews
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3.3 Advantages and disadvantages  
of animal-powered logging from the aspects  
of forestry and nature conservation
Skidding	with	animal	power	is	applied	in	hilly	ar-























Fig. 2 Frequency of horse logging in Hungarian state-owned forests
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park	(IUCN	Cat.	II)	and	in	a	landscape	protection	area	
(IUCN	Cat.	V),	 reported	 that	 logging	 in	European	
black	pine (Pinus nigra) stands	is	always	made	by	us-
ing	draft	horses	(not	machines)	as	this	is	harmless	for	
the	saplings	of	indigenous	species	(especially	manna	






































Eger 23.0 12.5 0.28 Percheron 2+1 3 II Sessile oakHornbeam
Group
selection On foot




2 4 Ia Beech Groupselection
Local
accommodation
Nagymaros 7.4 20.0 1.00 Cr.-breed 2 5 II Beech Thinning On foot
Telkibánya 0.5 15.0 1.00 Muraközi 2 3 Ia Beech Other On foot




2 3 V Beech Single-treeselection On foot




2 3 II Turkey oakSessile oak
Single-tree
selection On foot
Királyrét 5.5 25.0 0.50 Belgianc.-blooded 3 5 II Beech
Single-tree
selection On foot
Sásd 2.5 12.0 0.50 Cr.-breed 2 5 V Turkey oakSessile oak Thinning Motor-horsebox
Kemence 7.5 8.5 1.00 Cr.-breed 2 2 II BeechHornbeam Thinning
Local
accommodation




2 3 V Sessile oakHornbeam thinning On foot
Vasvári 5.0 30.0 1.50 Cr.-breed,Muraközi 2 5 --
Hornbeam
Black pine Thinning On foot
Bakonybél 2.0 10.0 1.00 Percheron 2 3 V Norway spruce Other On foot
Bakonybél 3.0 8.5 1.00 Muraközi 2 2 V Beech – Hornbeam Thinning On foot
Szombathely 6.5 20.0 0.50 Cr.-breed,Muraközi 2 2 V Black pine Thinning On foot
Mátraszőlős 5.0 25.0 0.50 Cr.-breed 2 3 Ia Turkey oakSessile oak
Group
selection On foot
Cserépváralja 0.5 25.0 0.50 Cr.-breed 2 3 -- Black locust Clearcut On foot
Pécsi Parkerdő 80.0 14.0 0.25 Cr.-breed 1 2 V Black pine Other Motor-horsebox
Average 6.05 15.5 0.81 Cr.-breed 2 3 II or V Beech Thinning On foot
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4. Discussion and conclusions































mechanized	 timber	 harvesting	 (Mason	 et	 al.	 1999),	
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